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The scattering operator is well defined for a Schrijdinger equation in three 
dimensions with a cubic self-interaction term. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the NLS equation 
iu, - Au + F(u) = 0 (1) 
x E W, where F(u) = 1 u 1s u. The Cauchy problem is well posed; in particular, 
there are Cm solutions for arbitrary nice initial data (Theorem 1). Any solution 
with nice initial datum decays uniformly like 0( 1 t le3j2) as t + fee (Theorem 2). 
This is the same decay rate enjoyed by the free Schrodinger equation 
ivj - Av = 0. (2) 
I f  u is a solution of (l), we look for a pair of solutions u+ and u- of (2) such that 
II u(t) - f&)ll - 0 as t--t*=4 (3) 
where the norm is the L2(R3)-norm. The scattering operator S takes u- into u+ . 
There is a Banach space .F of solutions of (2) such that S is a diffeomorphism 
of 9 onto itself (Theorem 3). This space (which is surely not unique) is defined 
in Section 2. 
These results extend to a nonlinear termF(u) = / u 1p-l u where 8/3 < p < 5, 
as well as to a wider class of functions. They are also valid for p > 5 provided 
we restrict consideration to uniformly bounded solutions. 
A close analogy exists between (1) and the NLKG equation 
U tt-Au+u+F(u) =0 (4) 
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which was discussed in [4]. The results as well as the proofs have many points 
of contact. See [5] for the case of (4) with 8/3 < p < 3. 
Surveys of nonlinear scattering theory are presented in [3, 6, 91. The theory 
for Eq. (1) for numerically small data and the existence of the wave operators 
uk + u are much easier problems and may be found in these references. The 
inverse scattering problem for (1) ’ d is iscussed in [9]. The literature on solutions 
and on blowup is concerned with nonlinear terms of the opposite sign, like 
F=-luj2u. 
After the completion of this work we learned of the work of Ginibre and 
Velo [I]. For general dimension and for a larger class of nonlinear terms, they 
prove an existence-uniqueness theorem for weak solutions and a weaker version 
of Theorem 3. In this version, with UP replaced by [w” and F(u) = [ u 1P-l u, 
they replace (3) by the condition 
lim sup (1 + I t I)” I I Uo(t - s) u(s) - w(f)1 IB+1 + 0, 
s++m t (5) 
where the norm is the LP+l(llP) norm, 6 = n/2 - n/( p + l), and U,,(t) is the 
evolution operator for the free equation (2). If I + 4/n < p < (n + 2)/(n - 2), 
so that 6 < 1, they prove that S maps a certain space Z one-one onto itself. 
Condition (5) is mathematically and physically less natural than condition (3) 
and is a part of our results in Lemma 9, but this is compensated by the remarkable 
generality of their results. 
For nonlinear terms F(x, u) which tend to zero as ] x ] --+ CO, some of the 
present results form a part of [2]. 
The basic estimates are in Section 2. Section 3 contains the proof of 
boundedness and existence. Section 4 has the proof of Theorem 2, Section 5 
the scattering theory, and Section 6 some generalizations. 
2. BASIC ESTIMATES 
We introduce the following notation. By Us(t) we denote the free evolution 
operator, which carries data at time 0 into the solution of the free Schrijdinger 
equation (2) at time t. Thus 
U&x, t) = Uo(t)+(x) = kt-3/2 exp [y] *4(x) (6) 
for t > 0, where k = (1 + i)” fP(2?~)-~/~. W e use c to denote various constants. 
Integrals are taken over all of UP unless otherwise indicted. 
We define norms as follows. ] I9 denotes the usual norm in LP = LP(iR?), 
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1 je the norm in Hi = H1(Iwa), and 1 lee the norm in Ha = Ha(lRa). For a function 
of x and t we define 
II u 11; = “YP {I WI: + I w:1, 
II u II”, = ““tP {I Wl2, + (1 + I t I>-” I 4)l2, + I w:>, 
II u 11; = “y-J {I 492, + (1 + I t I)-” I M)l2, + (1 + I t I)” I w:>. 
We define spaces as follows. The three spaces F C 9 C .# of free solutions 
are defined as the completions of the collection of the solutions of (2) with data 
in Hm(R3) with respect to these three norms. We define the spaces 9, C 3s C 9s 
as the completions of Hm(W) with respect to the norms 
II %4 IIF 9 II UC& IIG > II Qdlln * 
By definition, the map from initial data into solutions of (2) is an isomorphism 
9s -+ 9, %s -+ 9, Ha + A?. By Lemmas 2(a) and 6 proved below and by 
Sobolev’s theorem H2 CL”, there exists a constant c so that 
LEMMA 1. Ifu = u(x, t) is a smooth solution of 
iq-Au+Iu12u=0 (x E w, t E R), 
then 
s 
1 u 12 dx = constant, 
s 
(+ 1 vu 12 + 2 1 11 I”} dx = con.mnt. 
(7) 
Proof. (By “smooth” we mean sufficiently differentiable and small as 
I x I + co that the following operations are permitted. We may take Y to be a 
Cm function of t with values in Hm. Later we will pass to weak solutions.) We 
have 
0 = Im(& - du + I u I2 u)(U) 
=Re(u,il)+Im~Vu~2+Im~u~4-ImV(Vu~) 
= (4 I u Ia), - V * Im(Vu a). 
On the other hand, 
0 = Re(iu, - Au + I u I2 u)(Q 
= --V - Re(Vu 4 + (4 I Vu 12h + (& I u 14h. 
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The lemma follows by integrating these two identities over all space UP. This 
integration, as well as some later ones, may be justified by the following. 
LEMMA 14. Let Y be a C1 vector field in W such that Y and V . Y are 
integrable in Rn. Then s V . Y dx = 0. 
Proof. Denote B = {I x 1 < R}. Applying the divergence theorem to B, 
we see that 
But 
g(R)=S,,;.YdS+jV.Ydx. 
j;gW dR < j; s,, IY I dS dR = &z,,r I Y I dx -=c ~0. 
Therefore g(R) -+ 0 as R --f co. 
By C’s we denote the space of continuous functions on R3 which tend to zero 
uniformly as 1 x 1 + co. 
LEMMA 2. (a) If 4 eL2 n L’, then 1 Uo(t) 4 Irn < c 1 t /-3/z I 4 II . 
(b) IfuEH’n C,,, then 
I 4,(t)(I u I2 41m < c mW% 8 C, 03 
where 
A = 1 t 1-3’2 1 u Im 1 u 1;) 
B = j t l-1’2 I u ,;‘“(I u Im + 1 a 16)5’2, 
c = w I u I’,‘“(1 u Im + I u /y I u le 9 
D = h(t) I u I”,‘” I u l;‘4, 
I m h(t) dt < a, j’ h(t) dt < co. --co -1 
(c) If u, v E Hl n Co , then 
I vJ(t)(l u I2 u - I v I2 fJ)lm < Ct-1’2(l u Im + I u Ie + I CJ Im + I 7J la12 
x (I u - w le + 124 - v IL& 
Proof. The test functions CGm are dense in L2 n L1 and also in H1 n C, . 
The cubic operator u -+ I u 1s u is continuous on the space Hl n Co . Hence it 
suffices to prove the lemma for test functions + and U. Now inequality (a) is 
immediate from the formula for U,(t) 4 as a convolution. A is immediate from 
(a), since I 1 u Ia u jr < 1 u Im / u 1;. Let t > 0. 
Noting that 
t-312 exp !..$ = td1i2 -f$ & [exp g], 
1 1 
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we may write 
whence 
We break this expression into four parts as follows. 
< c 124 14 Iu Im I 24 I@ *
I ,z--y,<l /;“““,‘, dY G I u2 18 I vu I2 11 I x - y l-8/3 dy/3’8 
I ,x-u,>1 I 24 I3 I x -Y l-2 dY < I u3 I2 [I I x - y l--4 dylli2 < c l u 1; 121 loo. 
s ,z-u,<l I 11 I3 I x - Y I2 dY < I 22 I* 11 I x - y ps dY13” < c ( u l4 1 u 1; . 
These four estimates imply B. If  we use the inequality 1 u 1: < 1 u I2 I u Irn , 
we get 
I u&xl u 1241m < Ct-1’2 I f.4 I”,‘“(1 u Im + I 24 leY2 I 11 Ic * (8) 
This is estimate C in case t < 1. Taking (8) to the power $ and multiplying 
it by estimate A (above) to the power 6, we obtain 
I ~&)(I u 1241m < ct-‘16 lu I’,‘“(1 u lm + I u leY6 I u 12, 
which is estimate C for t > 1. 
In order to prove D, choose a Cm cutoff function [(x - y), 0 < 1 < 1, [ = 0 
for 1 x - y  I < t, 5 = 1 for j x - y  1 > 2t, and 1 V[ 1 < 2/t. Then by (a) 
I ww - t> I 11 I”4Wl < ct-3’2 I 24 I”,‘” J;zp,,<,t I 24 Is’* 4 
< ct3’8 ’ u I”,‘” ’ 21 ‘;t’? 
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By Sobolev’s inequality, / u I6 < c / u le . On the other hand, if we integrate 
by parts as above, 
I uo(tNl: I 24 I”464l 
< ct-112 ]j- I x -Y 1-l I V(5 I u IW 4 + j- I x -Y I-’ 5 I 4r)l” +I, 
where the integrals may be taken over the region I x - y I > t. Now, 
I vt I*> 
s I x -Y I-’ I W I u I2 4rN dy 
G IS ,2--Y,>t I x - Y I-* dyl”* I 11 I”,‘“{1 Vu I2 I u5’* I4 + I us’* I2 
< ct-1’4 1 u y 1 u I;‘*(1 + t-l’*). 
Finally, 
r lf- )5/E 
j I x -Y IF2 5 I 4r>ls dy < 1 J,zpy,>l I x - Y 1-16’6 dy\ I u 12” I us’* l8,3 
= ct-1’8 1 u I”,‘” 1 u I;‘*. 
This proves D. 
Part (c) of the lemma follows by the same procedure as in the proof of B. 
3. BOUNDEDNES AND EXISTENCE 
LEMMA 3. Any smooth solution of 
iu~-Llu+Iu~2u=o 
is uniformly bounded. The bound depends only on the two constants of Lemma 1 
and on the uniform bound of U,,(t) u(O). 
Proof. We may write (say t > 0) 
u(t) = Uo(t) u(O) + i J’,’ Uo(t - T) 1 u(7)12 u(~) dT. WY 
The first term on the right is bounded. By A of Lemma 2, 
1 I”-’ &(t - 7) 1 u(7)I” U(T) dT ( < C It-’ (t - T)-3’2 1 Us(T)11 d7 
0 0 
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By D of Lemma 2 and by Lemma 1, 
j St 
t-1 
u,,(t - T) ( 1((T)\’ u(T) dT ( < C 1,1, h(t - T) 1 U(T)\“,/” dT. 
Hence 
Since the power is less than one, supoCtCJ: I u(t)l= < 00. 
THEOREM 1. Consider the Cauchy problem 
iu, - Au + 1 u I2 u = 0, --oo<t<m, 
u(‘T 0) = d($ 
(a) If (b E HI, there exists a unique solution u ELM. 
(b) If + E .%, , th e solution is uniformly bounded and continuous in (x, t), 
continuous in t with values in H1, and it sati.$es the estimates of Lemmas 1 and 3. 
(c) If $ E H*, the solution is Cm and every derivative has bounded L2 norm. 
Proof. We first prove part (c) by applying the theorem of Segal [7] with 
the following setup: the Hilbert space is Hz, the linear operator A is the skew- 
adjoint realization of -iA, the nonlinear operator is K(u) = i 1 u 12 u. Note 
that K maps H2 into H2, but neither H1 into H1 nor L2 into L2. All the hypotheses 
of Segal’s theorem are easily verified except for the following one. 
Assuming that u is a smooth solution in some time interval 0 < t < Y < co, 
we must show that u(t) remains bounded in the H2 norm as t -+ T. By Lemma 1, 
I u(t)@ remains bounded. By Lemma 3, 1 u(t)\, remains bounded. We multiply 
the differential equation by -A%, integrate over R3 and take imaginary parts, 
to obtain 
$i I Au 1: = -Im(A(l u [au), Au) 
d (6 I u Im I Vu I: + 3 I u I”, I Au I,> I Au I2 
< c I u I”, I u I:, < 41 + I Au I;>. 
Hence 1 Au(t)li increases at most exponentially and so it remains bounded if t 
is bounded. Thus Segal’s theorem implies (c). 
To prove (a), let + E H1. Let &} b e a sequence of test functions converging 
to $ in the H1 norm. Let u,, be the solution with initial data & , by part (c). 
By Lemma 3, I u,(t)\, is bounded uniformly in both n and t. So there is a sub- 
sequence 
u,,~ -+ u weakly* in Lm(H1) and a.e. 
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As in [8], it follows that u is a weak solution:In fact, since / u I2 u EL”(L~), 
the integral equation (10) is valid. The identities in Lemma 1 are satisfied as 
inequalities. We prove uniqueness by the technique of [l]. By interpolation, 
If # = / u I2 u - 1 z1 I2 ZJ, where u and v are two solutions, then 
I * l4,3 < 20 u 1: + I v I:, I 24 - v I4 < c I u - v 14, 
by Lemma 1. Hence, by (IO), w = u - v satisfies 
j w(t)/, < c jot j t - T 1--3’4 1 W(T)/, dT. 
Thus w = 0 and u = v. (In [I] it is shown that u is continuous in t with values 
in ZP.) 
To prove (b), let 4 Otis . (See the definition of fls in Section 2.) Let {$,J 
be a sequence of test functions tending to # in the.H-norm. Let (un} be the 
corresponding sequence of solutions. By Lemma 3, they are uniformly bounded. 
We may write 
~,a@) - urn(t) = Uo(Wn - dml + i 1 Wt - d(I un I2 u, - I zr, I2 4 dT. 
With the help of Lemma 2(c), we obtain 
where 
em(t) = I U&) - urnWe + I Un@> - %&)L , 
4, < c II 9L - h IIN - 0, and h(t - T) = c(1 + I t - T  I-l/s). Hence, in 
each time interval 0 < t < T, u, converges uniformly in t with values in the 
space Hl n Co to a solution. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC DECAY 
As in [4]. the following lemma is the takeoff point from which one gets better 
and better decay by a bootstrap method. 
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Proof. W may sassume + E H”, for the general case is treated as in 
Theorem l(b). From Theorem I(c), the solution is C” and every derivative 
has bounded L* norm. Writing r = 1 x 1, u = v + iw, we have 




X X X 
+ 5 I vu I2 - & I u I4 - -p I u 12, 
2 = ; (I vu 12 - 1 24, I”) + & 1 u 14. 
We integrate this identity over all space IP. Using Lemma 1Q and excising the 
singularity in the last term of Y in the standard way, we find 
Now 
I V - Y dx = 277 I ~(0, t)12 > 0. 
21x1 ~w2+v,2+;Iv,erI+~v2 
=w2+v,2+v* xv2 
( 1 r2 
so that, by Lemma 1, 
Since both terms in 2 are positive, the desired estimate follows. 
LEMMA 5. Let + E so . Let E, T and S be positive numbers. There exists a 
number S, which is greater than S and depends only on E, T, S and I 4 le with the 
following property. There is a subinterval I of [S, S,] of length 2T such that 
J-s 
1 u I4 dx dt < E. 
I Isl<tlogt 
Proof. We may assume S > 1. By Lemma 4, 
4E> * 
ss 
I 24 I4 - dx dt 
0 lrl<tl0gt t 1% t 
a msl (S + 2Tm)?g(S + 2Tm) 
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where 
Suppose A, > E for m = 1,2 ,..., M. Then 
4E > E f [(S + 2Tm) log(S + 2Tm)]-l 
ml=1 
Thus 
3 & [log log(S + 2TM) - log log(S + 2231. 
So we may take 
S + 2TM < (S + 2T)eXP(etE’f). 
S, = (S + 2T)exp(er=‘r) + 4T. 
LEMMA 6. Let 4 E 9,. Then 
1 Y”(t)l, = /J Y2 1 24 12 day2 < I 4 I2 + I t I{4 I v 1; + 2 14 ,:v 
(The same holds for free solutions, with the last term missing.) 
Proof. By approximation we may assume + E H”(lP). We multiply the 
differential equation by r2ii and take the imaginary part to obtain 
0 = Re(u,r%) + Im(Vu . V(rL)) - Im V . (VU 7%). 
Hence 
g r21u12dx = -41m 
I I 
yu,iidx<4~u,~2~~u~2. 
With f (t) = j ru(t)l, , this inequality can be written as 
by Lemma l(b). 
LEMMA 7. Let + E FJO . If l , T, S are positive numbers, there exists a number 
S, depending only on E, T, S, and 4 with the following property. There is a sub- 
intervalI of [S, S,] of length Tsuch that sup, I u / < E. 
Proof. We write ua = 7Jo(t)+ and 
u = u. + [Jot-’ + s,;,] Uo(t - T) /u 12u(T)dT. 
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Since u,, belongs to 9, it tends to zero uniformly as 1 t 1 -+ ol). So we may choose 
S so large that 1 us \ < 43 for t >, S. By A of Lemma 2, the integral over 
(0, t - T) is less than 
s 
t-T 
c(t - T)-~‘~ 1 U(T)\, 1 Us; do < CT-1’2. 
0 
Choose T so large that CT-‘/~ < 43. By B of Lemma 2, the integral over 
(t - T, t) is less than 
C(t - T)-1’2 1 U(T)\;‘~ dT < C (I,I, (t - T)-4’7 dr)7”( i, \ U(T)\‘, dTr’* 
By Lemma 6, 
1‘ r>t1ogt ( u I” dx < (t log t)-2 s r2 ( u I4 dx < c(log t)-2 
goes to zero as t -+ a~. Choose t > to so large that t 
cT310 (I s t-T +>slogr \ u I4 dx dr)l’* < ~16. 
Finally, by Lemma 5 we may choose a time interval (a, b) of length 2T so 
that a > S and 
) u I4 dx d,)“* < ~16. 
Thus if t satisfies b - T = (a + b)/2 < t < b, the integral over (t - T, t) 
is less than e/3. Putting these estimates together, we find I u 1 < E for 
b-T<<<<. 
LEMMA 8. Let 4 E go. Then u(x, t) -+ 0 uniformly as t -+ co. 
Proof. Once again, we may assume $ E: H”. Choose positive numbers 
E, T, and 6. By Lemmas 2 and 7, choose t* so large that 
I uo(t)lm -=c c/4 for t 3 t* and I u(t)jm < E for t* - T < t < t*. 
Let 
t** = sup{s 1 I u(t)\ < c for t* - T < t < s>. 
Suppose t ** < 00. We write 
u(t) = Uo(t) + i j”” uo(t - T)  1 U I2 U(T) dT 
0 
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and break the integral into pieces (0, t - T), (t - T, t**), and (t**, t), where 
we assume t** < t < t** + 6. Now / $,-r Uo(t - T) ( u I2 ~(7) dT j < CT-V, 
as in the proof of Lemma 7. Next, by C of Lemma 2, 
j j-r; Uo(t - T) / U I2 U(T) dT [ < C SI:jZ(t - T) 1 U(T)/;’ dT 
Also, by C of Lemma 2, 
j j-1. Uo(t - T) 1 u I2 U(T) dT 1 < C j-;, k(t - 7) dT = c l6 k(s) ds* 
Thus fort** < t < t** + 6, 
1 u(t)lm < $ + CT-~/~ + ~2’~ + c j.” k(s) ds. 
0 
We choose E and S small and then T large so that / u(t& < E. This contradicts 
the definition of t**, which shows that t** = co. 
THEOREM 2. If + E Fo, then 
I 4% t>l G 1 + rt 13,2 . 
Hence 1) II IIF < m. 
Proof. If + is a test function we write (for t > 0) 
U =Z40+i[[‘2+j+;2] ~,(t-T)/Uj2U(T)dT. 
Let M(t) = sup,,,,,(l + s)~/~ I u(s)lm . By A of Lemma 2, 
ll’2l esollp (t - T)-3’2 1 u(T)],,, dT. 
By C of Lemma 2, 
Hence 
t12 
1 u(t)lm < c( 1 + q-s’s + ct-3’2 
s o 1 U(~>lrn dT + c $lJ, / ‘+>I~- 
For t > 1, 
(1 + t)3’2 1 U(t)lm < C + C l” (1 + T)-3’2 M(T) dT + “[;;,9, 1 u(T)1’,/6] M(t). 
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By Lemma 8, the factor in square brackets is less than 4 for t sufficiently large. 
Thus 
M(t) < 2c + 2c s”’ (1 + T)-~‘~ M(T) dT. 
0 
It follows that M(t) is bounded. 
COROLLARY OF THEOREM 2. If 4 E Ha n So , then u is bounded in t with 
values in H2. 
Proof. As usual, we may assume that u is smooth. From 
0 = Im (-&- [iut - Au + 1 u 12u], ut), 
we get 
whence 
Re(u tt,ut)<3 I~/~lutl~dx, J‘ 
d / 1 ut I2 dx < ~(1 + I t I)-” I‘ I ut I” h dt 
and j j ut I2 dx is bounded. Also j 1 I u I2 u I2 dx is bounded. From the differ- 
ential equation, s I Au I2 dx is also bounded. 
5. SCAT-~ERING 
LEMMA 9. Let # E 4to . Let u be the solution of Theorem l(b). Then there 
exists a unique u+ E S such that 
I u+w - w2 -+ 0 as t++cO. (3) 
It is given by the formulas 
u+(t) = u(t) + i lrn Uo(t - 7) 1 u I2 U(T) d7, (21) 
U+(t) = uo(t)+ + i la &(t - T)  1 U I2 U(T) dT. (22) 
Also, the following conditions hold as t -+ +CO: 
I u+(t) - u(t)l, = Op2), 
1 u+(t) - u(t& = O(t--1/q, 
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Proof. If u+ and u”+ are two such functions, then 
But the left side of this inequality is a constant, hence zero. So u+ = UT . 
This proves the uniqueness of U+ . Now we define u+ by either of the two formulas 
given above. That the two formulas are equivalent is a consequence of the basic 
integral equation (10). We must show that the u+ so defined has the required 
properties. First we prove (3): 
I u,(t) - WI, < SW I Y,(t - 7) I 11 la W, d7 t 
= 
f m I +)I, dT t 
T-~ dT = $ I/ u 11; t-2. 
This proves (3) and (23). It remains to prove that u+ E 9 and that (24) and (5) 
are valid. 
We define 
Q(t) = i lrn Uo(t - T) ] U /‘U(T) dT, 
n 
W,(t) = i j-” Uo(t - T) 1 U I2 U(T) d7. 
0 
Thus (22) becomes 
u+(t) = uow $ + w,(t) + 4). (25) 
From (10) and (22), 
t&(t) = u+(t) - Uo(t - n) u(n). (26) 
We shall now prove that II w,, IjF -+ 0 as n -+ 03. We look at each term in 
II 8, IIF separately. Exactly as above, we have 
I ~,P>l, d 4 II u II: r2. 
This is the first term. Put # = I Us” u(T). We apply Lemma 6 to the free 
solution uo(2 - T) 4 to obtain 
1 rUo(t - T)+ 12 d 1 r’b 12 + 2 1 t - 7 1 1 v’k 12 
< 1 +)l:tt 4412 + 6 1 t - T 1 1 v4412) 
< 11 u \I;(1 + 1 T I>-“{1 + IT 1 + 6 1 t - T I>. 
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SinceIt---- < ItI+ 171,weget 
1 rv,(t)l, < jm 1 yu,(t - T)‘/’ I2 dT < c I/ u \I”,(‘+ + 1 t 1 ‘+> n 
Thus the second term in /I o, IIF tends to zero. 
We estimate the La norm of v, separately for I t I < 1 and 1 t 1 > 1. For 
ItI <l,wehavebyLemma2C 
1 v&)lm < c jnm h(t - T) d7 < c I’-” k(s) ds. 
--m 
For 1 t I > 1, we let I = {r I T > n; I T  - t 1 < 1 t l/2} and J = (T 1 r > n; 
) T - t 1 < I t l/2}. Then 
J, 1 uo(t - T) 1 u I2 +)lm dT < C jI 1 t - T l-3’2 1 u(T)lm dT 
< c 1 t 1-3’2 jnw T-~‘~ dr 
by Lemma 2A and Theorem 2. Also, 
jJ 1 u&t - T) 1 u 1’ ‘+)lm dT < C jJK(t - T) 1 +)I’,/” dT 
< C 
s 
h(t - T) 1 T  l-7’4 dT < C(l t j/2)-3’2 ?l-1’4 
.I 
by C of Lemma 2 and Theorem 2. Thus, for I t I > 1, 
I t l3’2 I vn(t>l, < 17+4 II u 11°F * 
Thus II v, IIF + 0 as n -+ co, as wanted to prove. 
Replacing n by t in the last inequality and in (26), we get (24). By Holder’s 
inequality, II v* IIF + 0 implies 
s;p (1 + I t ])s’a-s’e I v,(t)lp -+ 0 as 72-m. 
In view of (26), this condition is the same as (5). 
By (23, U+ = u6+ + lim,,, wu, in the F-norm. In order to conclude that 
I(+ E .9, it remains to show that w, E % for each n. Clearly II w, IIF < co 
but it is not clear that w, is approximable in 9r by free solutions with data 
in Hw. 
LEMMA 2*. For, v, w E H1 n. C,, , we have 
I UMI v I2 v - I w I2 who < c mS% C>, 
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where 
A = t-3’2(l v lm + I w lm)(l v 12 + I w I*) I v - w 12 ,
c = 49(l v Ia. + I w /,J’Y v lm + l w lm + l v le + l w lJO’6 l v - w (y. 
Lemma 2* is proved exactly like Lemma 2 and is left to the reader. 
Continuing the proof of Lemma 9, we let & -j $ in So where +,,, E H”(R3). 
Let Us be the solution with initial data & . By Theorem l(c), u, is Cm in t with 
values in H~(lR3). We claim that j/ u, - u JjF + 0 as m -+ 03. To prove this, 
we write 
N(t) < No + lt I I urn I2 urn - I uL I2 ut Ie dT 
< NO + c 
f 
t (1 + T)-~‘~ N(r) dT 
0 
by the same kind of estimate used earlier. This implies that N(t) < cN0 -+ 0 
as m, I -+ co. We estimate the other terms of jl u,,, - uy IIF in a manner exactly 
as in the estimate of v% earlier in this proof, but we use Lemma 2* instead of 
Lemma 2. We find 
(1 + 1 t I)“‘” 1 u,(t) - Ul(t)lm < c sup N(7)1’6 + 0 
and 
G cv” + I +$m - 5M2 + sup {N(r) + (1 + I 7 I)“‘” I %7&w - WI&* 7 
Hence /) u, - u1 IIF -+ 0 as m, I+ co, so that 11 u, - u IJF also tends to zero. 
It follows that 
%n(t) = IOn Uo(t - T) 1 urn t2%(T) dT 
belongs to F and tends to w*(t) in qS as m + co. Therefore w, ES and the 
proof of Lemma 9 is complete. 
LEMMA 10 (Cauchy problem at ---co). Let u- ES. Then there exist a 
Jinite time T and a unique solution of (7) of jkite F-form in - 00 < t < T which 
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is asymptotic to u... as t -+ - CO. The free solution U,,(t - T) u(T) also belongs to 
.F and depends continuously on u- . 
Proof. Uniqueness is easy and is omitted. Let 
(.B?,v)(t) = +i j” Uo(t - 7) 1 a I2 ZJ(Q-) d7, 
s 
-co < t < s < T. Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 9, 
where K(T) = j-c, k(7) d T and K(T) is integrable and independent of s. For 
ol > 0, choose T so large that K(T) < (4oid)-l. Then W, is a contraction on 
{VI 11 v lJF < a}. Now let + = u-(O) E %s. Let ($,,J be a sequence of elements 
of H” converging to 4 in F, . Let s = -m (m = 1, 2,...). Let u, be the solution 
of the Cauchy problem with data u,(-m) = U,,( -m) & . That is, 
or 
Then 
U&) = u&)&z + i j” u& - T) / Urn I2 Urn(T) dT, 
-m 
% = qfAn + ~-&rn * 
II %n - uz IIF G II dm - 6~ lb., + W)(ll urn 11°F + II uz II%> II urn - ui IIF. 
Let 0~ = 2 /I +- /IF”, . With the above choice of T, 
I/% - uz IIF G 2 II h - 94 l/F, + 0 as l,m-+co. 
Let u = limmeco urn . Then u = II- + %?-mu, and 
u(T) = iym u,(T) E SO 
since u,(T> E H” . Also, u,(T) depends continuously on u-(O) in $, . 
THEOREM 3. S: u- -+ u+ is dejined on all of 9 and is a Cm d$eomorphism 
of 9 onto 9. 
Proof. Given u- , we construct u(t), defined for - co < t < T, by Lemma 10. 
We use u(T) as initial data at time t = T to construct u(t) uniquely for all t, 
by Theorem l(b). By Lemma 9, there exists a unique u+ E 9 with the desired 
property. The continuity of S is a consequence of the preceding results. Since 
time is reversible, S is one-one onto. The differentiability of S (to any order) 
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is a consequence of the differentiability of the mapping u ---f 1 u I2 u and is 
proved just as in [4]. 
COROLLARY. j u+ je = / u- je . 
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 1 and Theorem 2. 
6. GENERALIZATION 
THEOREM 4. Consider Eq. (1) with F(u) = / u Ip-l u. If 8/3 < p < 5, the 
same results are valid. If p > 5, any uniformly bounded solution, with u(t) E Hm 
for each t, satisfies the estimate / u(t)lm = O(l t j-s/z). (More general functions 
can also be considered.) 
Proof. All the preceding proofs go through with only minor changes with 
the following exceptions. In case 813 < p < 5, D of Lemma 2 should be changed 
to 
D = h(t) I u I”, / u I,“-” for some 0 < 6 < 1 
with a similar proof. In case 3 < p, extra powers of the Lm-norm of u appear 
throughout but they are bounded (by assumption if p > 5, by Lemma 3 if 
p < 5). For the rest of the proof we restrict our attention to the case 
8/3 < p < 3. In Lemma 2, we then have 
B = / t j-l’2 1 21 1 $y(, u Ie + j u IJ’P--1)/S, 
for some 0 > 0. 
The proof of B is essentially the same as before. The proof of C for I t / < 1 
is also the same. 
However, for t > 1, we must modify the proof of C of Lemma as follows. 
Choose a cutoff function as before. Then, for t > 1, 
1 Uo(t)[(l - [) I u p%]jm < ct-3’2 1 u I’,‘” sup 
z s ,e--y,<2t I u Ip--l-~ 4 
< &-HP-24 1 uy 1 u /;-1--o. 
Integrating the other term by parts, we have 
where 
I W)[l I u I”-‘4Wl < et-l” I u I’,‘” J;.-v,>t Y 4, 
y = 1 x - y 1-l I u 1p-2-“{1 I vu I + I VI I I u I + I 2 -Y 1-l I u II* 
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We estimate the integral of y by taking theL~l(P-l-“) norm of either j u Ip-2-~ \ VU 1 
or 1 u 19-1-o, thereby leaving theD norm of the other factors, q = 2/(3 - p + u). 
We get 
1 Y 4Y G c I fJ I?” [l;,_,,>, (I x - y I-‘(5 + I vc I) + I 32 - Y I-“51” 4yg 
< c 1 u I;-1-u tU-39+0)/2. 
We choose 0 < u < p - 813. This proves D. All the other modifications are 
fairly obvious and we omit a listing of hem. 
Note added in proof. Using their new conservation law, Ginibre and Velo have also 
proved condition (3). Their methods provide alternative and more elegant proofs of most 
of our results. 
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